Slow and multiple unit potentials in trace and temporal conditioning controlled by electrical reward in the rat.
Rats trained to expect medial forebrain bundle electrical reward every 17 sec acquire, in their visual cortex, a linear gradient of increasing negative potential over the prereinforcement half of the interval. The postreinforcement half of the interval is occupied by a less linear reversal of the negative shift. Integrated multiple unit activity from the same electrodes shows for the same half intervals, respectively, acquisition of progressive increase and sudden decrease. Behaviorally, naive subjects are most active following the reinforcement, becoming progressively less active in the second half of the interreinforcement interval. After training, the above pattern is reversed with sudden cessation of activity following reinforcement and progressive increase beginning about 5 sec later and continuing to the time of reinforcement. Slopes for the negative anticipatory potential gradient (APG) ranged from 8 to 28 microV/sec in different subjects on the 17 sec interreinforcement interval. Doubling the interval halved the slope, the maximum prereinforcement negative voltage remaining constant. The phenomenon thus appears as a relative or pacing dynamic rather than as an absolute or fixed microvolts/second function. Making the interreinforcement interval variable caused loss of both the anticipatory gradient and the integrated multiple unit increment. Trace conditioning with variable intertrial interval restored an anticipatory gradient and multiple unit increment. The specific dissociation of unit firing activity during the APG previously reported in the quietly expectant cat is not seen in this study owing to the excited expectancy in the rat anticipating MFB reward. Although the longer periods of negative potential gradient and unit action potential activity appear associated rather than dissociated, transient dissociations in patterns were observed during shorter duration shifts in the slow potential. Resolution of these variations must await more definitive study of unit activity and sustained potential genesis.